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OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS DF-MR007

TECHNICAL DATA
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Thank you for choosing                              color matching lights. 
Please review the following instructions to achieve the best 
results and maximizing the functionality of the product.
Please retain this instruction manual for future reference.

Light Source
High CRI five color COB LED- Main Light
3W UVA LED - UV Light

Luminous Power
approx. 300-2400lm - Main Light
approx. 365mn - UV Light

Operating Time
approx. 1.5-12.5hours - Main Light
approx.  19hours - UV Light

Battery Specification Li-ion 11.1V 5200mAh, 57.72Wh

Charging Time approx. 3 hours

Charging Input DC 15V1.5A

Degree of Protection: IP20, IK02

Operating Temperature:  15� to 105�  (–10 � to +40 �)
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OPERATING PROCEDURE

WARNING

Do not open the device.

Do not look directly into the light emitting lamp - Risk of eye injuries!

Do not operate in direct sun light or extreme temperature conditions.

Operating temperature, 15� to 105�  (–10 � to +40 �).

Keep away from children! Children should be supervised in order to ensure 

that they do not play with the device. This is not a toy!

- Press the Main Button              first time, the whole light powers on.
- Press the Trigger Switch          to turn the light on and cycle through the CCT in 
   the following order: 2700K→3500K→4500K→5500K→6500K→off
- Press the Button "          " or "         " to adjust the brightness with  
   300lm-600lm-1200lm-1800lm-2400lm 
- Press the "         " button to switch to UV mode and activate the UV light by 
   pressing the Trigger Switch       .
- The light has memory function, the brightness and color temperature remain the 
   same as before when you turned off and turned on again.
- Press the Main Button              to power off.

WARNING: ONLY USE THE USB CHARGER INCLUDED TO CHARGE THE LAMP 
The use of a NON-recommended charger can cause damage to the lamp or 
potentially cause a fire.
Before first use, charge the lamp for 4-5 hours.
Switch lamp off during charging, and connect the charger to the light or wall mount.
The battery indicator will blink during charging.
The battery indicator will stay lit after the lamp is finished charging.
If the battery indicator did not light up, please remove the charger and try again.
Fully charge the hand lamp before an extended period of storage.

DF-MR007 Operating Mode
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CHARGING PROCEDURE



SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
Do not use the device if there is damage to the housing, plug or cable. 

Do not open the device! Return to manufacturer for repair.

There is a risk of short-circuit. Repairs on the device may only be carried out by 

commissioned and trained persons. Please contact Dent Fix Equipment.

Carry out cleaning tasks only when the unit is unplugged from power!

 TROUBLESHOOTING
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Problem Possible Cause Reason/ Solution

The light does not turn on 
and only shows "            " when 
pressing the main switch 

Your light went into the safe 
protection mode to protect the 
light from false triggering

Double click the main 
button to unlock the light

Recharge the light with 
original 15V1.5A charger 

Press the SET button and 
change to color light mode

Check the charger and 
cable, use a proper 
charger

Check the charger base.

Check the socket 
connection 

Check the connection to 
power.

If not original, check the 
data and make sure same 
output rating.

Press the MAIN button until 
the screen is on and then 
press the trigger switch 

No response when pressing 
the trigger switch MAIN Button did not turn on

The light is set in UV mode

The built-in battery is not 
charged. Low voltage 
protection has tripped.

Is the cable or charger 
damaged ? 

Is the cable or charger properly 
connected to the work light ?

Is the cable or charger properly 
plugged into an electrical 
socket ?

Is the wall socket or extension 
cord live ?

If you are using another charger, 
is this the output 15V DC?

The color light did not work 
when the trigger was pressed 

The light will not charge. 
The battery indicator or 
screen does not come on.

The light does not work.
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WARRANTY
The device has a one year WARRANTY against faulty workmanship or materials. 

The guarantee does not apply to damage to the device arising through a failure to 

comply with the operating instructions.

Subject to technical changes. We assume no liability for printing errors.

Environmental Protection
The device should not be discarded in the normal household

waste under any circumstances.

Dispose of the device via an authorized disposal center or your

communal waste disposal facility. Observe the current applicable

regulations. Contact your waste disposal facility in the event of any

doubt. Dispose of all packaging materials via an environmentally friendly disposal 

facility. Rechargeable batteries must not be disposed of in the household waste.

Return used rechargeable batteries to your dealer or hand them in to a battery

collection facility.
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Protect the battery against heat caused by against sunlight and fire. Danger of 

explosion.

Keep away from excessive moisture. Do not immerse in water. 

If the battery is damaged or not charged correctly, dangerous fluids can leak 

from the battery. Avoid contact with these fluids because they can lead to skin 

irritations and severe burns. If you happen to come in contact with these fluids 

rinse off immediately with soap and water.  Seek medical help immediately if the 

fluids make contact with your eyes or mouth.

Lamp Lens will heat up and become hot after being on for a short period. DO 

NOT TOUCH THE LAMP LENS TO ANY SURFACE AFTER BEING ON or AFTER 

BEING TURNED OFF UNTIL LENS IS COOLED.

Risk of eye injury!  Do not direct light at eyes or permanent eye injury and 

blindness may occur. 



Dent Fix Equipment
Gardena, California

 (310) 349-1940  www.dentfix.com info@dentfix.com


